New Materials in the Ozark Regional Library System
If you don’t see it at your local branch, ask your librarian to order it for you (or you can go to our online catalogue and place a hold on the item yourself). Remember, a library card is free!

Fiction

- Carr, Robyn. *The Friendship Club*
- Connelly, Lucy. *Death at a Scottish Wedding*
- Dailey, Janet. *One in a Million*
- Donovan, Kemper. *The Busy Body*
- *Fourteen Days*
- Gillig, Rachel. *Two Twisted Crowns*
- Grady, James. *The Smoke in Our Eyes*
- Grodstein, Lauren. *We Must Not Think of Ourselves*
- Hannah, Kristin. *The Women*
- Hendrix, Grady. *How to Sell a Haunted House*
- Koontz, Dean. *The Bad Weather Friend*
- Quinn, Cate. *The Clinic*
- Santlofer, Jonathan. *The Lost Van Gogh*
- Scott, Justin. *The Sister Queens*
- Sierra, Tracy. *Night Watching*

Non-Fiction

- Alarnab, Imad. *Imad’s Syrian Kitchen: A Love Letter to Damascus*
- Chayka, Kyle. *Filterworld: How Algorithms Flattened Culture*
- Craig, Mya-Rose. *Birdgirl: Looking to the Skies in Search of a Better Future*
- Downey Jr., Robert, & Thomas Kostigen. *Cool Food: Erasing Your Carbon Footprint One Bite at a Time*
- Hylton, Antonia. *Madness: Race and Insanity in a Jim Crow Asylum*
- Levy, Buddy. *Empire of Ice and Stone: The Disastrous and Heroic Voyage of the Karluk*
- Nguyen, Tina. *The MAGA Diaries: My Surreal Adventure Inside the Right-Wing (and How I Got Out)*
- O’Callaghan, Paul. *God’s Gift of the Universe: An Introduction to Creation Theology*
- Parker, Wheeler, & Christopher Benson. *A Few Days Full of Trouble: Revelations on the Journey to Justice for My Cousin and Best Friend, Emmett Till*
YA Fiction/Non-fiction

- Cotton, Katie. *The Secret of Splint Hall*

J Fiction/Non-Fiction

- McCaffrey, Anne. *Dragondrums*
- McCaffrey, Anne. *Dragonsinger*
- McCaffrey, Anne. *Dragonsong*

Picture Books

- Castilla, Lauren. *Nana in the Country*
- Chen, Eva; illustrated by Sophie Diao. *We Are Golden: 27 Groundbreakers Who Changed the World*
- Dr. Seuss. *If You Think There’s Nothing to Do*
- Gaiman, Neil; illustrated by Charles Vess. *Instructions*
- Lang, Suzanne; illustrated by Max Lang. *Grumpy Monkey: Spring Fever*
- Morrisroe, Rachel, & Ella Okstad. *The Drama Llama: One Day a Worry Comes to Stay and Simply Will Not Go Away!*
- Sobel, June; illustrated by Laura Huliska-Beith. *The Goodnight Train Easter*
- Unger, David; illustrated by Marta Álvarez Miguéns. *José Feeds the World*

Large Print

- Carr, Robyn. *The Friendship Club*
- Koontz, Dean. *The Bad Weather Friend*
- Robb, J. D. *Random in Death*

Audiobook

- Kellerman, Jonathan. *The Ghost Orchid*

Music (CDs)

- Costello, Elvis, & Burt Bacharach. *Painted from Memory*
- Davis, Miles. ’58 Sessions*
- Gershwin, George. *Bernstein Century*
- *Wire Train*